129 asteroid diameters that were presented as new thermal
model fits in the NEOWISE papers Masiero et al. 2011, Mainzer
et al. 2011, and in the NASA Planetary Data System were not
actually produced by thermal modeling.
These values were copied from a dozen or so earlier publications
that reported diameter estimates made by observing asteroids
with radar or spacecraft, or by timing the dimming of a star when
an asteroid passes in front of it (so-called occultation diameters).

The duplication, which was not acknowledged in these papers,
makes it impossible to verify the true accuracy of the NEOWISE
thermal models from the published data.

Excerpt of Table 1 from Schevchenko and Tedesco 2006

Excerpt of Table 1 from Masiero et al. 2011

Excerpt of Table 3 from Durech et al. 2009

After a preprint appeared on arXiv.org pointing out this issue, the
lead author of Masiero et al. 2011 acknowledged, in response to
a question from an astronomer at UCLA in a Yahoo message

board, that previously published radar and occultation diameters
were indeed inserted into the data set whenever they were
available.

Around the same time, Masiero uploaded
the NEOWISE diameters to the NASA
Planetary Data System (PDS). The
documentation for that release claimed
that the diameters inserted into the PDS
were simply compiled from the previous
NEOWISE papers, and that each entry in
the database was referenced to a source
paper.

https://sbn.psi.edu/pds/resource/neowisediam.html

https://sbn.psi.edu/pds/asteroid/EAR_A_COMPIL_5_NEOWISEDIAM_V1_0/catalog/publithost.cat

But a comparison of the diameters values in
the PDS to those in the NEOWISE papers
reveals that nearly 4,000 diameters from the
papers (including all but nine of the copied
diameters) were left out of the PDS.
More than 1,000 new diameters were added
but misattributed to papers in which they
never appeared.

Entries for asteroids 2 to 13 in…
Masiero et al. 2011

Masiero et al. 2014

And the values of more than 200 diameters
were altered without explanation.
The origin of these new and altered diameters
has not been explained by the NEOWISE
team.
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